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"An abridged edition of 'the most comprehensive and clearly written dictionary of sign language
ever published.'" — Los Angeles TimesDeaf since the age of seven, Martin L. A. Sternberg,
Ed.D., spent most of his career working with deaf people. Inspired by his sign language teacher
at Gallaudet University in Washington, DC, he devised this vital reference to help anyone learn
to speak with their hands.A must for parents, instructors, and students, American Sign
Language Dictionary includes everything you need to know to communicate clearly using ASL.
This illustrated abridgment of the most authoritative reference book on sign language features
more than 5,000 signs and 8,000 illustrations, as well as clear, detailed instructions to help you
master each sign.

"An invaluable and indispensable tool for the student of American Sign Language. Excellent." —
I. King Jordan, President, Gallaudet University"An abridged edition of 'the most comprehensive
and clearly written dictionary of sign language ever published.'" — Los Angeles Times"A
fabulous reference book, a must for everybody's library." — Dorothy Chler, President, Coalition
of Deaf Educators"Four thumbs up! Martin Sterberg's intelligence and passion for his subject
gleams in this monumental work." — David Hays, Founding Artistic Director, The National
Theatre of the Deaf"Martin Sternberg has done a magnificent job of opening the doors to the
resplendence and distictiveness of our visual language." — Bernard Bragg, Internationally
Renowed Deaf Actor and Mime"Your ASL dictionary is Webster's for ASL. There is no more
comprehensive and authorative source. — Harlan Lane, author of, When the Mind Hears and
The Mask of BenevolenceFrom the Back CoverAn illustrated abridgment of the most
authoritative reference book on sign language, with well-written and easily understood
instructions for the use of each sign. More than 5,000 signs and 8,000 illustrations. And now
includes more than 500 new signs and 1,500 new illustrations.About the AuthorMartin L. A.
Sternberg, Ed.D., is a native New Yorker. Deaf since the age of seven, he has spent most of his
career working with deaf people. The idea for this book came from Dr. Elizabeth Peet, Dr.
Sternberg's sign language teacher at Gallaudet University (for the deaf), in Washington, DC. Dr.
Sternberg kept Dr. Peet's ideas and methods, but expanded the work greatly. Early work on the
project received a federal grant from the U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare to
New York University, the sponsoring institution. A graduate of the City College of New York,
American University, and New York University, Dr. Sternberg has enjoyed a distinguished career
as a teacher at Gallaudet, New York, Hofstra, and Adelphi Universities. HE is currently chairman
of the board of trustees of Lexington School for the Deaf and Lexington Center for the Deaf. He
is the author of four ASL dictionaries and a Codies Award-winning CD-ROM, all published by
HarperCollins. He also received Emmy and Peabody nominations for his ASL series by the NBC



network, "Speaking With Your Hands," as well as medals at various international film and
television festivals.Read more
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W.R., “A+. Exactly what was needed and ordered. My personal feeling is every household
should own one, right along side a regular dictionary.”

YourBrit54, “Tis A Dictionary Above All. I was so torn to buy ALS cards or a dictionary. I went with
both. The dictionary however is challenging to read & sign from. This is more a best practice of
reading the dictionary and then later use cards to sign (as it's more hands-free than dealing with
turning book pages). If that makes sense!”

Diana, “Useful. I have been curious about sign language and bought this book. I enjoy it. It
doesn’t have all the words I go to check, but it has been extremely helpful.”

Krista M, “Very good book.. I really like this book because it’s the best ASL book that I have
found so far. It isn’t perfect but it’s really good. I use it for when I want to teach someone ASL. I let
the person borrow the book to practice some signs and to discover signs they want to know or
learn.”

Ida Hickson, “Great good book asl. Love it great learn sign my bf”

Nancy Montalvo, “Good book. Good services”

Dee Dee, “Easy to understand! Great dictionary for those who are interested in an AWESOME
language!. This is one of my all-time favorite references I have used in my signing over the years.
It is easy to use, and it has a lot of different signs in it. Though no dictionary is exhaustive of any
language, this one has a LOT of words, and it is a good basis for reference. It is very handy to
have instead of having to look everything up on the Internet or wait until I find someone else to
ask what a word is in American Sign Language as I practice interpreting.”

Cookie, “Book Binding. The material in the book is great but the book binding comes loose when
you open the book. I returned the first book because the entire pages bound together were
coming too loose from the hard cover binder. I predict the same will happen with this book
because the pages were coming a loose from the hard cover material when I opened the book. :-
(”

Lifelong learning freelancer, “Fanstatic if you are learning!. It is fanstatic to learn the book, esp if
you are beginner, it will help you to remember. I am BSL user and I am learning ASL because I
travel all over the world and it is important to understand ASL as it is worldwide communication.
There are good pictures and explain each picture. 100% reccommened...”



david humpage, “many useful everyday. many, many useful everyday signs”

Sarah, “Great for beginners learning sign language. Great resource for when you are just starting
to learn sign language. NOTE - very important that you read the descriptions of the hand
gestures and how/where they are made bc the slightest hint might change the meaning of the
sign. NOTE - there isn't a single swear word in this book which i was shocked”

Mandy, “Haven't went through the content yet. Very nice book! Feels very high quality, nicely
flexible. I don't think I would have wanted the hard cover compared to this even if I was willing to
pay extra.The quality of packaging for shipping or storage prior to shipping however has ripped
binding slightly. It doesn't effect the book overall, just the aesthetics.”

The book by Martin L.A. Sternberg has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 2,499 people have provided
feedback.
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